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An illustrated guide to Iberian cuisine together with a spiral-bound recipe book

About the AuthorAl Streetman currently resides in Guthrie, Oklahoma, and has been an active
woodcarver for many years. He originally carved shorebird and duck decoys. Today, his work is
centered around Santas, Cowboys, Uncle Sam, Elves, and other forms of caricature carvings.
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The Cooking of Spain and Portugal, plus accompanying Recipes: The Cooking of Spain and
Portugal (Time-Life Foods of the World)



S. Friedman, “Four Stars. good”

Marg, “A great gift to someone who married a Portuguese man. My daughter's husband is
Portuguese. He enjoyed reading the descriptions in this book, and my daughter is looking
forward to trying the recipes.”

cats eye, “long lost favorite my old book fell apart and I misses it. long lost favorite my old book
fell apart and I misses it dearly”

monachesney, “Super Recipes!. Beautiful book! The soups alone are worth it!”

Dawn Redding, “Five Stars. Great book for a great price”

RDLow, “Excellent series. Excellent series”

Theodora Di Passional, “Paella, Gazpacho, and "Bacon from Heaven" Almond Cake. When
Time-Life first published its series, Foods of the World, it fell right in step with what people like
Julia Child and Irma and Marion Rombauer (see the 1973 edition of The Joy of Cooking) were
doing for American cooking: opening our eyes (and mouths) to fabulous food, introducing us to
the luscious cuisines and enlightening cooking methods of cultures all around the globe.One of
the other great delights of these cookbooks was the choice of authors commissioned to write
them. Time-Life called upon the talents of wonderful writers like Peter Feibleman, playwright,
essayist, and sometimes-lover/sometimes-collaborator of Lillian Hellman's to write The Cooking
of Spain and Portugal. (Feibleman was co-author of Hellman's last book, Eating Together, which
one should read for the writing as much as for the recipes therein.)Feibleman often lived in
Spain, and he grasped its various cultures well. He took the time, both as a lover of good food
and a lover of a good story, to learn the history of traditional dishes and the various regions from
which each came. He brings the settings of the cuisines to life, explaining for example, the
history of Gazpacho, which comes originally from the breathtakingly hot region of Andalusia."If
there is a single key to the quality of the Andalusian kitchen, it is lightness," he writes. "In the
blistering, sun-steeped cities...food must be so lacking in heaviness and so easily digestible as
hardly to appear to be food." He goes on to describe Gazpacho: ...Andalusian's food must
somehow exist under the ponderous southern sun without wilting. It seems a conglomeration of
nothing...for Andalusian dishes like Andalusian jokes do not bear heavy scrutiny.He then goes
on to describe the traditional method for making this extraordinarily delicious, light vegetable
"soup". Just how did people manage to eat healthy, unspoiled food in blisteringly hot regions for
centuries before refrigeration ever existed?After the ingredients are ground together with mortar
and pestle and placed in a cool clay bowl,which imparts its own delicate flavor to the mixture,



they are "placed in shadow and moved as the shadow moves through the day."Feibleman gives
us an immediate connection with the foods of Spain and Portugal by examining their regions
within their historical context: The original paella came into being near La Albufera, the
freshwater lagoon close to the city of Valencia. The three ingredients cooked with the rice were
local snails, green beans and eels, and the dish was eaten with whole small onions rather than
bread...From a simple beginning there is now a rainbow of paellas...I have made many of the
recipes in this book, and I have yet to find a dud among them. One of my favorites is the
flamboyant,fabulous sweet almond cake from Portugal, locally referred to as Toucinho do Ceu,
or "Bacon From Heaven". Once you eat this confection, you will find it as addictive as the meat
for which it is nicknamed. Luckily the time involved in making it deems it something I can make
occasionally, not daily.If you are, as I am, a fan of Tapas, you will find many of the recipes in this
book lend themselves very well to these delightful small dishes. Figos Recheados (Dried Figs
Stuffed with Almonds and Chocolate) are easy to make and serve in a pinch. But many of the
dishes that require a longer preparation time and which one would serve for a main dish also
transfer well as leftovers to being served cold on small plates with wedges of lemon and olives
and a sprig of fresh herbs. Cold fish, it turns out, is absolutely delicious when it was prepared
well to begin with.I highly recommend any Foodie explore all the books in these wonderful
series. In addition to cultures around the globe, Time-Life went on to publish another series on
the regional cuisines of the United States. From New England to Creole/Arcadian to
Southwestern savor to the salmon and dairy delights of the Northwest, you will be introduced to
the richness of food and cultures that have long existed in our own country, a United Nations
existing within the borders of one remarkable country.”

Caroline Robertson, “Why oh why don't they write books like this anymore?. Time-Life did a
whole series of these in-depth travel / food / history / culture books which overlap into all areas of
Spanish and Portuguese life. The star of the show is obviously the food, with recipes included,
but the standard of the writing is exceptional, the colour plates fascinating and (if you like history,
particularly) these were written at a time when Spain was still in the clutches of Fascist dictator
Franco and Portugal was still a communist state. So there were some difficulties for the author
to negotiate on his journeys. But he made it ... and I'm so grateful. Sadly, Time do not release
books like this anymore (would that they did) so these are out-of-print objects of desire. I highly
recommend all of them in the series (I particularly love this one and The Cooking of Provincial
France). They are an homage to the countries visited and how their culture, climate and history
has shaped and influenced their cuisines.”

The book by Rick Wiebe has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 20 people have provided feedback.
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